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Ricoh EZ Plus is a collection of Apps 
available for Ricoh’s Multifunction 
Devices (MFDs) with the second 
generation Smart Operation Panel.

These Apps provide a range of useful 
features that enhance the default 
MFD functions, as well as serve the 
diverse needs of customers across 
different cultures and industries. 

Ricoh EZ Plus Apps are designed for 
simple and easy integration into any 
working environment where customers 
are increasingly looking for smarter 
and more convenient ways to work.

Introduction

Ricoh EZ Plus Apps are now available for all Ricoh Multifunction Devices with Smart 
Operation Panel Version 2.0. Simply download the Apps on Ricoh Application Site 
to enjoy a 45 days free trial.

Ricoh EZ Plus
Apps for enhanced convenience and productivity
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DAYS FREE
TRIAL VERSION

*Via RICOH Appstore Only.



Please kindly note that all applications are sold by per pack basis. Mix and Match application purchase is 
not available at the moment.  
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*Note 

All the applications from Ricoh EZ Plus are developed by 
Ricoh. Existing users of Ricoh MFDs can now enjoy a 45 days 
free trial period on all the applications. 

License keys are required after the trial period. 

Please kindly contact our Ricoh sales consultant for more 
information.

Ricoh EZ Plus   |   Apps
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The Ricoh EZ Plus Apps work with different business 
needs and help to streamline and simplify the mandate 
processes, thus improving productivity. 



Image Divider
Scan multiple documents and auto 
separate individual documents into 
each A4 sheet at one go.

Copy Clone
Duplicate the original documents 
up to 8 copies into a single A4 sheet.

Receipt Scan
Scan multiple odd-sized receipts and 
sort them by individual dates before 
sending to a specific destination.

Masking
Mask-out any sensitive 
information on scanned 
document before printing.

Picture Colouring
Create colouring paper by 
retaining image outline. 
Images can be imported 
from USB and SD card.

Trace
Create writing practice paper 
by scanning and reducing 
original document text 
colours.

Starter Pack

Education Pack
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Tired of scanning a handful
of small and odd-sized
receipts one by one?



Single Colour Removal
Create revised practice paper such 
as exam papers by scanning the 
original document and removing 
specific text colours from it. 

Number Tag  
Print number tags with 
auto-numbering and logo 
insertion features.

Keyword Shortcut
Create cautionary statements such
as “SPOILT”,”WARNING” and print.

Letter Creator
Create decorative letters with 
available templates to print or save.

Banner Print
Create customized text banner 
into multiple A4 sheets for easy 
carrying.
 

Logo Insertion
Insert logos onto scanned 
documents and print.

account

General Pack
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Book Cover Maker
Create personalized and
customized covers for your books.

Missing or wrong
organization logo

on handover pages? 

Trouble in removing
personal or con�dential

informations without altering
the original documents? 



RICOH ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD
103 Penang Road #08-01/07, VISIONCREST Commercial, Singapore 238467
Phone: +65 6830 5888, Fax: +65 6830 5830

For more information, please contact your local sales representative.

www.ricoh-ap.com


